OPP Governance Summit 30 Jan 20 – Questions & Responses

1. **What approaches could help ensure municipalities and First Nations are appropriately represented on OPP detachment boards?**
   - keep the same number of total board members that exists now
   - flexible approach whereby municipalities in the detachment area determine their own board structure
   - scale representation to population

2. **Are there specific community groups/specializations (e.g. mental health, youth) that should be represented on an OPP detachment board?**
   - the need for provincial appointees to local boards was questioned by several delegates

3. **Should there be a maximum size requirement that OPP detachment boards cannot exceed?**
   - most delegates felt that local boards should self-determine their size, as well as the number of boards in a detachment area

4. **What are some examples of situations or circumstances that would make it necessary for there to be more than one OPP detachment board per detachment?**
   - travel distance
   - municipal council and existing board desires for representation and/or satellite boards

5. **What assistance would help us govern better?**
   - clear, relevant governance performance standards
   - meaningful training
   - feedback on how we are doing, and how we can improve